FU~THEI:t NOTES ON DUTCH
ENGLISH P~ABBITS.

AND

Bz R. C. PUNNETT, F.R.S.

(WRh Six Text-figm.es.)
Tm:s :is a further contribution towards the settlement of the difference

between Prof. Castle and myself as to the genetieal interpretation of the
various grades of ;Dutch rabbits and of their relation to the self-eolmu'ed
anima,h As our eontro)rersy has been in abeyance for nearly three years
I. may perhaps be forgiven ft., before considering the fresh data, I recall
briefly how the ease stands.
The extent of recessive white markings in rabbits, of which a particular ,distribution oharaeterises the Dutch pattern of the Fancy, shows an
enos'incus range of variation from animals which are not far from selfooloured to animals in which the pigment is reduced to the merest trace.
Between these extremes every grade of pigmentation is to be fotmd (of.
;Fig. 1), and ]~heproblem before the geneticist is whetIter such a continuous
series, together with the results that follow when any members of it are
crossed together, can be expressed on the usual factorial system. For
the l~/st20 years or so Prof. Castle and I have between us bred thousands

of Dutch-marked rabbits, and we have both come to the conclusion
that the great range of variation shown can be expressed in terms of
relatively few genetieal factors. Our respective interpretations however
are not quite the Same, and in order to bring out the essential difference
I may present briefly my own view and then compare it with that of
Castle.
Originally set oat in 1920, and subsequently confirmed by a series
of experiments published by 1Vh'N. S/Pease and myself five years later,
this sohltion postulates one "major" {actor and three "mluor" factors,
~hough o~dy two of these were met with in ottr own work. It is presented
graphically in ;Fig. 2. The lowest grade of pigmentation (la) lacks both
the major factor, P, as welt as. the two minor factors, S and T, and is
9onstitutionalty ppsstt. With either S or T the amount of pigment
increases, and the increase is greater in the homozygous than in the
heterozygous condition. Additional doses of either S or T, or both,
acootmt for the grades shown as 2a--4c~, ~mtil when both S and T are
p~esent.in the homozygous condition the grade of pigmentation is raised

Fig. 1. Grades 1-18 of Dutch r~bbi~s (from 0as~01e).

[Fig. 2.
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to t h a t of the typical Dutch of the Fancy (5@ Higher grades of pigmen~ation are brought about by the " m a i o r " factor, P~, which also
prodnces a greater effect in the homozygous t h a n in the heterozygous
state, The two lower lines in Fig. 2 indicate the effect produced on the
members of the basal series l a - - 5 a wheu the animal becomes ble~erozygons :for P (lb--5b) or homozygous (l c--he). A rabbit homozygous
for P, S, and T is very nearly, or completely self-coloured ~. Probably
however another " m i n o r " factor, N a, similar in its operation to S and T,
also occurs in most self-coloured breeds. The gist of this interpretation
is t h a t it explains the white<ma,rked series, from the whitest grade of
Dutch up to and including the complel~cly self-coloured animal, in ecr:ms
of fore' factors, of which one, P, m a y be regarded as a major faceor, and
the other ttu'ee as minor or modifyitlg factors.
The main point of difference between this interpretation and:/that
of Prof. Castle is t h a t he regards self-colour as a thing pe~" Be, and in
place of our factor P postulates a series of tln-ee multiple alle]omorphs,
viz. Du for self-colom', dud for " D a r k D u t c h " with a considerable
amount of pigment, and d u w for " W h i t e D u t c h " with a smaller a m m m t
o f pigment. He admits ~bhe existence of modifying factors but has n o t
a t t e m p t e d any analysis of them, and in this respect his interpretafiion must necessarily lack precision. Elsewhere ~ I have pointed out t h a t
Castle's scheme does not cover his own data so well as the one t h a t
I have suggested. Moreover it breaks down definitely in the case 0f one
of his crosses between D a r k Dutch (dud) and White Dutch (duw), since
a considerable proportion of self-coloured animals appeared both in F 1
and F~5. The formation of the most dominant member of a s e r i e s
of multiple allelomorphs from a cross between two of the recessive
ones is a striking phenomenon, and to most geneticists wouId at once
suggest t h a t there was some~tfing wrong with the scJxeme of interproration.
l~ors recently (1926) Castle has advanced further evidence from
which he claims support for his hypothesis, i few years previously he
1 A digtinctivefeatm'e of P is that when present it prevents the eyes from showing any
heterochromia iridis, bu~ any rabbit without P may exhibit he~e~'och~'omic~.
"~As recorded in our 1926 paper iV~rPease and I had not then found a PPSSTT animal
entirely devoid of white hairs, ~hough these might cousis~ of ~hree or four h~irs only on
the ~ip of the nose or on a fore paw. Since then however we have bred some which were
completely self-eolou,'edeven under the mos~criHcal examination.
3 Cf. Journ. glen. 1925, xv. 397.
'~ Journ. G~n. 1920, IX.
5 Jm~rn. glen. 1926, xvx. 198.
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had made the interesting discovery that Dutch pattern showed linkage
with the long Angora hair, and he has now made ingenious use of ~his
phenomenon in an attempt to demonstrate the existence of his three
Dutch allelomorphs. In doing so he has brought together a fine body
of experimental data demanding careful consideration. Of the particular
experinaents iu which we arc here interested the starting-poinfl was a
typical Dutch 3 (Fig. 1, 8) which had been proved to carry White
DUtch ~, and therefore on Ca,s[le's hypothesis dud.duw. Mated with selfcoloured Angoras (DuDu). he gave two c]s,sses of young, viz. D u d u a
and Duduw, l~he latter class being visibly distinct from the former in
having more white. Since in each case normal short hai_~ (L) goes into
the cross with Dutch; and Angora hair (1) with self-colom', we should
expect )?l animals so produced to form an excess of Dul and of either
dud.L or duwL gametes, as the case may be. In other words Angora hair
should be associated generally with a higher grade of pigmentation than
short hair. Several of the _F1 animals with more white, and of the presumed constitution DtflduwL, were mated back to doublyrecessive White
Dutch Angora $?, duwlduwl, and as is quite clear from Tables X I - X V
in Castle's paper bhere is linkage between Angora hair and darker
pa~tern, and between short hair and lighter pattern 2. For Castle this
linkage is evidence for the allel0morphic nature of Du and duw; on my
alternative hypothesis it means ~hat there is linkage between P, which
was carried by the self-c0toured rabbit, and 1.
The other type of F 1, resulting from the "Dark Dutch" gamete of
the Dutch 3 and therefore constitutionally DulduclL, was also mated
with the doubly recessive White Dutch Angora. In this case F 1 ?? were
mated with White Dutch Angora d'~. The essential data form part of
Table XVII (p. 29)'in Castle's paper, and as they are of great importance
:for oar discussion I reproduce them here in slightly modified form:
G r a d e of A n g o r a y o u n g
N a t u r e of m a t i n g
c~ 5990, d . u w ! d u ~ l x ~ . D u l d u d L
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•
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5

1
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1

7
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8

9
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1
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1
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--133
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~ o~

33 2.30
81 2.53
19 4:-00
2.68

x Such an animal is what we have termed "Z{oek Dutch '= (of. Punnett and Pease,
1925, p. 386) and geneticallyis usually Ppsstt, though i~ m a y be heterozygous for either
SorT.
2 The data from Table XII of Castle's paper are shown grapldo~lly in the upper l]ar~
of Fig, 3 of this presen~ p,~l~er(p. 253).
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G r a d e of S h o r b h g l r e d y o u n g
N a t u r e of m a t i n g
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3
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It will be noticed that Lhe figures for 1)oth Angora and shorbhaired
show a similar distribuI~ion when arra~ged :in 0astle's pigmentation
grades, a point brough g oul~ more clearly in I)he graphical representation
in the lower part of Fig. 3 (p. 253 of this paper). In neither ca,re is there
any hint of the bimodal distribution which was so striking in the data
demonstrating linkage between the Self-White and Dutch and the long and
short-haired pairs (cf. Fig. 3, upper part). There is no marked preponderance of the darkest animals among the Angoras or of the lightest among
the short-haired as would be expected from the nurture of the mating if Du
and dna behaved as aitelomorphs. Nevertheless ~he Angoras as a whole
are of slightly darker grade than the shorts, averagNg 2.68 as against
3-54--a difference of .86 grade. How much this amotmts to can be
inferred from Castle's table of grades here reproduced as Fig. 1 (p. 248).
This difference is regarded by 0astle as sufficient to establish the existence
of linkage between his two postulated allelomorphs, Du and dun, and
the short Angora pair. For the following two reasons however I do not
consider that the case for linkage has been made out.
(1) If we were concerned with linkage we should expect a much
greater difference in the average grades of the Angora and short-haired
classes. Since the cross is presumed to be between F i animals of the
constitution Dudua and White Dutch, duwduw, the two types Duduw
and duddu w must occur in equal numbers. Now 0astle has already stated
that in his material the average grade of DUdUw animals is 1:51 (1919,
Table XXVII, p. 41), while that of duaduw animals is 7.28 (1919, Table
XXII, p. 43)--a difference in mean grade of 5.77. Assuming linkage
wi~ih about 14 per cent. of cross-overs this difference woNd be somewhat
reduced, since about 1 out of every 7 Angoras would be associated with
dun instead of Du, and the same proportion of shorts would be linked
with Du instead of duct. Hence our Angora mean grade would become
1.51 x 6 + 7-28
= 2.33 instead of 1.51, and the mean grade of the shorts
7
would similarly be shifted to 7"28 • 6 + 1.51 = 6.45. In other words we
7
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Fig. 3. A gr~pNc representation of the data given hi Tables X I I at~d X V I I of Castle's
paper. The upper part of the figure shows the distribution of the grades of pigmentation
on the Angol.~[s aud shor~-haired respcctiv~ly when 1~1 rabbits heterozy~ous for Self and
White Dutch as we]/as for long a n d s b o r ~ hL~ir were mated back wit]i }~he double recessive, viz. White Dutch Angora. The distribution of the Angoras and short-haired among
the 56S animals clearly indieg~es linkage. Similar results were ~lso given by the data in
Tables X I , ' X I I I , X I V and XV.
The lower part of the figure shows ~he distribution when 21 r~bbits heterozygous
"accordlng'to Castle for Self and Dark Dutch as well a~ for long and shor~ hai~ were
similarly mated back with White Dutch Angora.
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should expect a mean grade difference of 4.1-2 between the Angora and
shor~ classes in this experiment if linkage with factors for self and Dark
Dutch pattern ocem'red. That the mean grade difference is only .86
seems to me t:o tell definitely against the existence of any linkage here.
(2) Still, the mean grade difference of .86 between the Angoras and
shorts is evidently a definRe phenomenon in this set of experiments, and[
the question is whebher we can account for it. Castle has laid stress on
the fact that his method of recording the grade of.pattern before the
nattu'e of the hair is go be distinguished obviates any possibilRy of
unconscious bias in grading the young, nor have i any intention of
questioning the scots'soy of his attributions. The explanation I wish to
suggest is that although the Angora cannot be defiidtely detected by
ordinary inspection until several weeks after birth, nevergheless its hair
growth must be different from the earliest stages, and it may well be
that this structm'al difference Ieads to the pigment spreading more, as
it were, and so bringing the Angora up to a slightly higher grade than
the short-haired animal of corresponding genetical eonstRution. With
this idea I have gone over the data given in Tables XI-XIV of Castle's
paper in which the material for the Duduw x duwduw cross is closely
comparable to tha~ for the Dudua x duwduw cross under discussion. In
each case the mean grade of Angoras and shorts has been calculated
separately for both the Dudw and duwdUw classes of progeny, with the
resuRs set out below:
ToflM
Table
XX
XII
XIII
XJ[V

no.
167
568
170
53

Angora
I)uduw
2'65
2"39
,1'24:
3"60

Short
]3ucluw
3'23
3't6
5"36
3'66

Difference
+ '58
+ .77
+ 1"12
+ .06

Angora
duwcluw
9.88
11.16
13"50
13-50

. Bhorg
duwcluw
10"39
11'87
14'11
13-21

Difference
+ ' 5I
+'71
+ '61
- "29

In the first three experiments (Tables XI-XIII) hlvolving over 900
animals the Angora class is consistently more pigmented than the
corresponding short-haired class. Only in the fom'th experiment
(Table XIV) is there a slight difference the other way, but the numbers
here are relatively so small th at a few exceptional animaIs in either class
may quite well have turned the scale, and I cannot think that this case
is of comparable significance to the other three cases (Tables X I - X I I I )
where the nttmbers are so very much larger. Should later work confirm
the conjeetttre that the Dutch Angora is normally a lit ble more pig-~
mented than the corresponding shore-haired animal ~his would account
for the difference of .86 grade which Castle claims as evid6nce of linkage,
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and so of any genetioal difference between his postulated allelomorphs
Du and dua.
I need hardly add that the absence of linkage phenomena in this last
case is what is to be expected on the alternative hypothesis. For on this
view Castle's Du and dun are essentially one and the saran thing, viz. P ;
and the cross in question was of the nature PPL1 • ppll. Linkage
phenomena between P and L would of course only occur where an animal
is heterozygous for both factors, as in the experimc'nl)s recorded in
Castle's T~l.blcs XI-XV. In ~m earlier crilk~ism (1926, p. ]99) I suggesl)ed
that Prof. Castle conld rm-~dily bring into line our rivM views by identifying his dud factor with P, his duw factor with p, and by scrapping
his Du factor altogether. This suggestion, after careful consideration of
the additiomd evidence presented in his 1.926 paper, I see no reason
to alter.
ON THE

I~ELATION

BETWEEN

D UTC~ A N D ENGLISH.

Some years ago Castle made the interesting discovery that there
exists a close linkage between the English pattern and the Dutch.
English x Dutch givds English F 1 and an fg. generation consisting of
English and Dutch in the ratio 3 : 1, except for the very rare cross-overs.
These of cotu~seare of ~wo kinds, viz. English-Dutch, in which tlhe English
inhibitory factor is superposed as it were upon the Dutch pattern, and
self-colom" lacking both English and Dutch factors. I{Rherto Castle has
only obtained an example of the former (1926, p. 31) owing doubtless to
the extreme closeness of the linkage. Nevertheless his experiments, by
bringing in also the short-hair Angora pair, have thoroughly established
the existence of the linkage. Now the English rabbit is genetically a
self-coloured animal plus the inhibitory factor (I) which brings about the
dominant English pattern, and it occurred go me that tlle existence of
the linkage discovered by Casde might be used to throw further light
upon the nature of the Dutch pattern. On the view that I have suggested
the English rabbit is to be regarded as I I P P together with certain minor
:factors which, in: combination with P, serve to bring up the grade of
pigmentation to self-eolonr. Since these minor factors (e:9. S, T) cannot
be satisfactorily determined without independent analysis, and since
different races of self-coloured rabbits may differ in respect of them 1,
we may for the present speak of them collectively as X, using X1, Xz, X 3
to denote the cY~fferent individual factors where reqtdred. If now an
English rabbit (= IIPPXX) be crossed with a White Dntch of the lowest
1 Of. Jo~rn. (Ten. 1925, xv. 397.
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grade (-- iippxx) the F:t animals wilI be constitutionally IiPpXx, and
if I and P be very closely linked the gametes will be practically all of
the fottr types IPX, IPx, ipX, ipx, the last two types alone giving rise
to Dutch offspring. But since X stands for certainly more than one,
probably ~hree, possibly even four minor factors, the Dutch offspring,
provided I~]lat enough are raised, should exhibit ~ considerable range,
viz. from xlxtx~xzx~x:~.., up to X~X1X~X~X3X:~.... F~r~her, t~here is the
possibility that heteroehromia i~'ic~ismay show itself in any Dutoh animal
so bred though it should be found in none of the English 1.

Fig. g. ~ 8 ~14.

To test the point I pur'chased in 1925 a black Englisl~ doe (S 204) of
the very ligh~ form known as a "@harlie Chaplin," and mated her to
U 81, a black White Dutch 3 (iippxx)E Unfortlmately she produced
only a single daughter, S 214, similar to herself (of. Fig. 4) and died before
a further litter eonld be obtained. S 214 produced 4 litters to her
father and 1 be bhe borboise White Dutch c~A 82. From one of these
makings a black English do~, B 45, very like her mother (of. Fig. 5)
was kept and also mated to U 81 and A 82. The relations of the different
animals used are shown in the accompanying pedigree:
S 204 xc? U 81
/

~7 A82 x-9~ 21~ x6 USI
i
c~ A82

x

.~ B&5

x~ U81

r A 82 x~. ~B70

l
Excepting of course the very rare cross-oyez' form.
On our ord~]ary nomenc]a,ture he w~s p p s s t i .
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Eight litters in all were bred[ from S 21~ and B 4:5 when mated
to the two i i p p x x 3d U81 and A82. The ymmg were all either
English or Dutch, and in respect of colour either black or tortoise. The
English were all on the light side, none having as much pigment as the
typical English of the Fancy, nor was any one of them heteroolu'omie.

Fig. 5. 9B4:5

Fig. 6. 9 B 7 0 .

The 43 young being distributed among the four classes as follows:
Black English
Tortoise English
Black Dutch
Tortoise Dutch

14~
6
14
9

The interestingfeatltreis the nature of the Dutch offspring. Of these
1~ were White Dutch or near White Dutch (of. Fig. 2, la--2a), 8 varied
Jom~, of G e m x x

17
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r
closely round grade 3a in Fig. 2, and one, B 70, was distinctly
more pigmented (cf. Fig. 6). These animals were of course all back-crosses
with White Dutch containing no ".~ninor" factors, and in translating
them into terms of the gametic output of the English mothers these
grades must be raised throughout, except in the case of the White Dutch.
I~ is likely tha~ B 70 :for example received three minor factors from her
reel,her, and that)the homozygous type be which she eorr:espo:nds is
probably not far removed from Castle's "Tan Dutch" (of. Fig. 1, 4). At
the other end of the scale we have White Dutch almost enbirely lacking
in pigment, which can have received no minor factors from their mother.
Though the distribution of the different grades accords reasonably well
with the hypothesis that three minor factors are concerned, a far greater
number of experiments would be required for a satisfactory analysis.
Nevertheless the data serve to demonstrable ~he point that from a cross
between English and White Dutch the Dtltch series in F~. (as judged by
the back-cross) shows a range corresponding to the minor factors
affecting the Dutch pattern which were present in the English, and to
these alone.
Should Prof. Castle still be anxious to demonstrate the existence of
a definite allelomorph for self-eolom" I venture to suggest the following
experiment. Let him take such _F1 English x White Dutch ~ as I have
used and back-cross the English offspring with White Dutch for several
generations~ in this way ridding his English of all "minor" modifying
factors. Then let him continue to cross the English thus purified of
modifying factors with White Dutch until the rare cross-over "se]:f"
gamete (Du) is met with. From such an animal he should be able, if his
hypothesis be true, to obtain eventually a strain of sells which, when
crossed with White Dutch, will give only three definite types in dr2, viz. sells
(DuDu), White Dutch (duwdUw) , and the heberozygous form (Duduw) in
the ratio 1 : 1 : 2.
A PROB•

CASEOF LINKAGE.

In connection with these few:experiments there has arisen a ft~rther
point of interest concerning the progeny of the three does S 214, B 45
add B 70, all of which are presumably hegerozygous for the several
~ninor modifying t!ac~ors that existed in the original English ? S 204.
Since they were all heterozygous for black their offspring from the
tortoise White Dutch c~ were blacks anti tortoises in approximately
i It is tmderstoodof course that "White Dutch" is he~'eused in my sense,signifying
an animalnot more pigmentedthan Castle'sgrade 17.
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equal numbers. When the off!spring were graded ig was fnund ghab the
majority of the blacks belonged ~o the more pigmented classes, and
the majority of the tortoises to the less pigmented: The grading was
approximately i that made use oI in an earlier paper (1925, q.v.), viz.
into the fota' grades S.D., tkS.])., :g.S.D.-V.I~.S.D., V.t~.S.D. in order of
decreasing amount of pigmentation, and gave the following result.
S.D.
6-

S 214=
]3 ~t5
13 70
Totals

-A

:Black
.
.

I~.S.D.
V.I~.S.D.

I%.S.D.
[

h

r

V.I~.S.D.
h

Tortoise Black
.
.
.
.

Tortoise

r

Tortoise
.
.
.
.

Black
.
.

Black
1
2

Tortoise
.2
2

i

1

5

--

2

3

I

7

2

1

5

--

2

3

4

11

From these figm'es it is clear that black predominates in the more
highly pigmented grades and tortoise in the less pigmented. The relation
is perhaps more clearly brought out in the following correlation table
made by nmning together the two higher grades of pigmentation (S.D.
and I~.S.D.) as opposed to the two lower ones.
Higher grades
Lower grades

Black
7
6

Tortoise
1
14

It should be s~ated tha~ the predominance of ]ower grades among
the tortoises is not due to the pigmented area being normally less
developed than in the blacks, because in one ease a tortoise young was
produced by B 70 which was as highly pigmented as B 70 herself. The
obvious explanation of this correlation is that there is linkage between
black and one of the pigmentation factors, thdugh which one is concerned it is of cm~rse impossible to say ~. Few as the data are I have

placed them on record because the point may be helpful to anyone who
i The grading was not more t h a n approximate since the materiM here was not quite
the same. The classes were on the whole rather more pigmented than those in the 1926
paper. They correspond roughly to figures la:--4~ in Fig. 2 (p. 2~9).
2 The existence of such a linkage is supported by results obtained in E 2 from the

cross Typical Dutch ( p p S S T T ) x Deep Dutch (PPsstt) (ef. Punnett and Pease, 1925,
p. 388). ~ere the Typical Dutch parents were black and the Deep Dutch were tortoise.
The minor modifying factors concerned both went into the cross with black, and consequently if either of them showed linkage we should expect to find the blacks as a group
showing a rather higher grade of pigmentation than the tortoises. This was actually the
ease, especiallynoticeable being the relative preponderance of tortoises among the lightcst
classes. W e did not attach much significance to this at the time but in the light of the
experiments recorded above it would receive a simple explanation on the hypothesis t h a t
either S or T is linked with the factor for black.
17-2
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is tempted to take up the fltrther analysis of the various modifying
factors that enter into the complex of the self-coloured rabbit.
The expenses of these experimenf~s were in part defrayed by grants
from the ~l.overnment G:ra,nt Comm.il~ee administered by the Royal
Society.
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